
Apply Your Own Style to Windows 10 to
Make it Look and Work as You Prefer

You may be using the same Windows 10
as everyone else, but that doesn’t mean
it has to look and behave like everyone
else’s! With a few quick clicks, you can
customise Windows to make it more
attractive and more personal, as well as
making it better suited to the way you
like to work.

At the same time, you can also remove
some irritating distractions – things
other Windows 10 users are still putting
up with! Read on to learn how to put your personal stamp
on Windows 10.
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This article shows you how to:

� Choose your favourite desktop wallpaper and colours

� Customise your taskbar to get things done faster

� Get rid of common annoyances and distractions
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Pictures and Colours: Choose How 
Windows Looks
Let’s start by personalising the part of Windows that matters
the most – your desktop and all its associated bits and pieces.
You see all this from the moment you sign into Windows,
so simply choosing an attractive wallpaper picture and
colour scheme can make an immense difference to the way
you feel about your PC. And, of course, as soon as you get
tired of your current picture/colour combination you can
switch to something different. 

Choose your desktop wallpaper – or a
slideshow of pictures!
Left to its own devices, Windows 10 will plaster your desktop
with its own wallpaper picture – a dark and brooding, blue-
and-black window. I’m sure you’d prefer something more
cheery than that, and you can pick from several built-in
alternatives or choose one of your own pictures. Alternatively,
rather than sticking with just a single picture, you can choose
an entire folder of pictures to use as a ‘desktop slideshow’
that changes your wallpaper at regular intervals.

Follow these steps to choose how your desktop background
should look:

Personalise your
desktop

Windows 10
gives you a dark,
brooding
wallpaper

Switch to
something better

1.  Right-click a blank space on the desktop and choose
Personalise from the menu that appears.

2.  This opens the Settings app and takes you straight to
its ‘Personalisation’ section. Even better, it takes you
to the ‘Background’ page of that section, pictured
opposite, which is exactly where you want to be. At
the top you’ll see a preview of how your desktop
currently looks . Below that preview, you can
open the drop-down list         and choose between a
‘Picture’, a ‘Solid colour’ and a ‘Slideshow’.

1

:

2
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A solid colour
for the desktop

Choose a single,
unchanging
picture

3.  The next step depends on what you’ve just chosen
from that drop-down list: 

   •  Solid colour: as the name suggests, this fills your
desktop with a single colour. You’ll see a
collection of colour swatches below the drop-
down list, and you can click your way through
them until you find one you like.

   •  Picture: this is the option to choose if you’d like
to use a single picture as your desktop back-
ground – one that doesn’t change until you come
back here and choose something different. Just
below the drop-down list you’ll see small versions
of pictures supplied with Windows, or pictures
you’ve used previously . To use one of these,
just click it and it immediately appears on your
desktop. Not keen? Just click a different one.

       If none of those pictures fit the bill, you can
choose a picture from your own collection – one
you’ve taken yourself or one you’ve downloaded
from a website. Click the Browse button , and
in the dialog that opens you can locate and click
the picture you’d like to use and click the Choose
picture button. As soon as you’ve done this, the
dialog closes and the picture you’ve chosen is set
as your desktop background. (Again, if you’re not 

3

4

1

2
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A desktop
picture that
changes
regularly

Select a folder 
of pictures
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    happy with the result, you can click Browse again to
choose something different.) 

   •  Slideshow: with this option, you select a folder of
pictures and Windows automatically switches
between the pictures in that folder on a schedule
you choose – every hour, perhaps, or daily. After
choosing this option from the drop-down list,
you’ll see the name of the folder Windows
proposes to look in for pictures to use. Quite likely
this is your ‘Pictures’ folder, but this only works
if you have pictures placed directly in that folder:
if you’ve sorted your pictures into subfolders, as
you quite likely have, they won’t be included.

       Instead, click the Browse
button  and use the
dialog that opens to
navigate to the folder
whose pictures you want
to use as a slideshow,
then click the Choose
this folder button. One
of the pictures in that
folder will then imme-
diately appear in the preview at the top of the
page and on your desktop.

5

3

4

5

6
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Choose how
often to change
pictures

Fit the picture to
your screen
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       After choosing the folder of pictures, open the
Change picture every box to choose how
often the picture should change. The choice is
yours, I suggest having the picture change more
than every 30 minutes could be a distraction!

4.  If you’ve chosen either Picture or Slideshow, there’s
one extra option a little lower down: Choose a fit.
This specifies how your background picture should
be placed on your desktop, and my suggestion is
always to choose Fill. Feel free to try out the other
options, but the ‘Fill’ setting ensures your picture
entirely fills your desktop without leaving ugly
borders around its edges.

5.  That’s got your desktop background set up (although,
of course, you can repeat these steps as often as you
like to make changes in the future). Keep this window
open, though, and we’ll use it to continue personal-
ising your PC.

6

Did you choose the Slideshow option? If so, here are
two quick tips to accompany it:
•     First, you might like to create a folder cont-aining

your favourite pictures (copying them into it from
your other folders, or saving attractive pictures into
it that you find online) and specify that as your
slideshow folder. As you add more pictures to it
over time, Windows will automatically include
those in the slideshow.

•     Second, if Windows ever displays a picture you’re
not keen on, you don’t have to put up with it until
the next change of picture. Instead, right-click a
blank space on the desktop and choose Next desk-
top background and Windows will immediately
switch to one of your other pictures.
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Too much black?

An automatic
colour that
tones with your
background…

…or pick any
colour you like

Choose your favourite ‘accent colour’
In keeping with Windows 10’s fondness for all things dark,
your taskbar is probably almost black, as is your Start menu,
the title bars across the top of your windows, and various
other pop-up panels. That colour is your ‘accent colour’ and
fortunately you can change it to something more cheerful.

1.  Assuming your Settings window is still open at its
‘Personalisation’ section, click Colours at the left. (If
you closed the window, right-click a blank space on
your desktop and choose Personalise, and then click
Colours.)

2.  Now, do you feel lucky?
If you do, you can tick
the box beside Auto-
matically pick an acc-
ent colour from my
background . Win-
dows will then pick the
dominant colour from
your desktop back-
ground and use that as
your accent colour. That
means you’ll see a different accent colour whenever
you change your background picture, and if you
chose the ‘Slideshow’ option earlier, that means a
different accent colour each time Windows changes
the background.

3.  If you’d rather pick a colour yourself – one that only
changes when you come back to this page and
choose something different – untick the box above.
You can then click your way through the colour
swatches until you hit upon something you like.

1

2

:

2

1
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Switch on these
options for 
best effect

You only see 
the lock screen
briefly

Choose a picture for your lock screen
We won’t linger too long on this one as you don’t see the
lock screen very often: it appears straight after Windows
starts, but a quick tap of any key on your keyboard skips
past it to the point where you sign into Windows and get to
work. From this point, you’ll only see the lock screen again
if you press + to ‘lock’ your PC when you leave it
unattended for a while. Nevertheless, you probably do see
this lock screen at least daily, so you might as well make it
attractive! Here’s how to personalise it:

L

4.  Perhaps after choosing a different colour, your
taskbar still looks the same? No problem: scroll down
a little way and we’ll put that right. First, make sure
there are ticks beside the two items marked , so
that your chosen colour replaces that gloomy black
everywhere it can. Second, experiment with the
switch labelled Transparency effects to see
which you prefer (and in particular try opening the
Start menu with this option switched On and Off to
see the difference more clearly): I suspect you’ll like
it switched On, but the choice is entirely yours.

3

4

1.  If you still have the Settings window open at its
‘Personalisation’ section, click Lock screen at the left.
(If you closed it, right-click a blank space on your
desktop and choose Personalise then Lock screen.)

3

4

}

:
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Choose a picture for your Windows account
Each time you sign into Windows 10, you’ll see your
‘account picture’ above your name. You’ll also see a small
copy of it near the bottom-left corner of the Start menu,
and it pops up in one or two other places as well.

Right now, it’s probably just an anonymous-looking head-
and-shoulders drawing, but what better way to personalise
your PC than to swap this for a picture of yourself? Here’s
how to do that:
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Choose between
three picture
options

Personalise
Windows with
your own photo

2.  Below the preview of how your lock screen currently
looks, open the drop-down list and choose between
three options:

   •  Windows spotlight: with this option, you’ll see a
different picture on your lock screen every few
days, downloaded automatically by Windows.

   •  Picture: this gives you a single, unchanging
picture on your lock screen, which you can choose
from the row of thumbnail pictures below or by
clicking the Browse button and selecting a picture
from your own collection.

   •  Slideshow: in this case, rather like the desktop
slideshow on page 4, you click Add a folder to
select a folder containing pictures, and you’ll see
a different picture from that folder each time your
lock screen appears.

1.  Open the Start menu and click the little ‘person’ icon
at the far-left (the topmost of that little column of
icons). On the menu that opens, choose Change
account settings.

:
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Taskbar Tweaks: Faster Program Access
and More
As well as making your PC look more attractive, you can
personalise it in other ways, and an important one is to
make sure your taskbar is serving you as well as it can.
There are two parts to that: one is to remove unnecessary
clutter from it; the other, which we’ll start with, is to ‘pin’
all your most-used programs to it so that they’re always just
one click away when you need them.

Pin your favourite programs for quick access
Although you can always find a program you need by
opening the Start menu and looking through the
alphabetical list on the left, it takes a fair bit of clicking and
scrolling. It’s far better to have all the programs you need
neatly lined up on your taskbar and permanently visible, so
that you just have to click one to use it.

There are two ways to ‘pin’ programs to your taskbar, and
you can use (and combine) them as you like:

•   Method 1: wait until you next start a favourite program.
As it starts, its icon will appear at the end of the taskbar’s 
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Choose a picture
from your
collection

Make your
taskbar as
helpful as
possible

Put most-used
programs one
click away

Open a program
and then pin it

2.  This opens the Settings app at a page titled ‘Your
info’. Scroll down the page a little way and you’ll see
a ‘Create your picture’ heading. Below this, click on
Browse for one.

3.  In the dialog that opens, find and select the picture
you want to use and click the Choose picture button.
You’ll see your chosen picture at the top of this ‘Your
info’ page, and assuming you’re happy with it, you
can close the Settings window and you’ve finished.
(If you’re not keen on your choice, you can click
Browse for one again and try something different.)
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    row of icons to indicate it’s running. Right-click it
and choose Pin to taskbar , and that icon will

stay on the taskbar permanently, even after you close
the program.

1 2

•   Method 2: open the Start menu and go in search of
programs you use regularly. When you find one, right-
click it, move the mouse to More and choose Pin to
taskbar . An icon for this program will be added to
the end of the taskbar’s row of icons.

3

You can change the order of these icons just by dragging
them right or left along the taskbar. If you ever decide that
one of these icons no longer needs to appear on your
taskbar, you can remove it easily: just right-click it and
choose Unpin from taskbar. If the program isn’t currently
running, the icon disappears instantly; if it is, the icon
disappears when you close it.

Remove unnecessary taskbar clutter!
There are two items on your taskbar which, between them,
take up a fair amount of space and you probably don’t need
either of them! So let’s consider getting rid of them. The
first is the wide Type here to search box at the right of the 
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Find programs
on the Start
menu and 
pin them

Remove an
unneeded
program

You don’t 
need this wide
search box!

4

3
4

1

2
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Start button. You probably do use this, but it doesn’t need
to be as large as it is:

It occupies the space of about seven icons, but a quick
tweak allows you to collapse it to the width of just one
without losing any functionality at all. At the moment, you
click this box, the Cortana panel opens and you start typing.
After making this quick tweak, you’ll click an icon, the
Cortana panel will open and you’ll start typing.

Give it a try and see what you think. Right-click a blank
space on the taskbar (or in that wide white box), move the
mouse to Cortana and choose Show Cortana icon.
Immediately, that box is replaced with a single circular icon.
That’s regained you enough space
to pin about six more programs to
your taskbar! 

It takes a lot 
of space…

…and a single
icon does the
same job!

Don’t use this
People icon?

You can 
remove it

The second space-saving tweak is a much smaller one. Near
the right-hand end of the taskbar there’s a little ‘People’ icon
(interlocking head-and-shoulders figures) which can be set
up to give you access to your contacts list. This hasn’t
proved to be a popular
feature and it’s quite likely
you don’t use it.

If you don’t, you might like to hide this icon. You can do
that by right-clicking a blank space on the taskbar (or that
People icon itself) and clicking Show People on the taskbar
to remove the tick beside it. Needless to say, if you ever want
that icon back, you can repeat the same step.
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If you decide you really do prefer that wide search box,
despite the space it takes up, you can get it back by
right-clicking a blank space on the taskbar, moving the
mouse to Cortana and choosing Show search box.
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Give Dark 
mode a try…

…for reduced
screen-glare

Select Dark and
test the result

Quick Customisations to Make Life a 
Little Easier
By now, Windows should be looking a lot better and the
taskbar improvements over the last few pages should have
made it easier to work with. But there are still a few tweaks
we can make to help things along a little further.

Switch Windows to ‘Dark mode’
Recent versions of Windows 10 offer a choice between two
‘app modes’, Light and Dark. Light mode is really ‘normal
mode’, making everything look much as it always has in
previous versions of Windows: you see a lot of bright white
and light grey on your screen with black text. Dark mode
reverses this, turning large areas to black with white text.

Dark mode isn’t everybody’s cup of tea, and it only applies
to a handful of apps and windows, but it can help to make
reading more comfortable and reduce uncomfortable
screen-glare. Give it a try and see what you think:

1.  Press + (the letter ‘i’) to open the Settings
app and click the Personalisation icon.

2.  At the left of the window, click on Colours and then
scroll down to the Choose your default app mode
heading.

3.  Click on Dark and you’ve switched to Dark mode.
Straight away you’ll see the Settings window itself
turn dark, and that gives you a good idea of what it’s
all about.

4.  To help make up your mind, look at some of the other
built-in apps that take notice of this Dark mode
setting: Groove Music, News, File Explorer and
Photos among others.

I:
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A little less glare without using Dark mode?
Science has recently determined that blue light is bad for
our sleep cycle, tending to keep us awake, and computer
screens emit a lot of blue light. Windows 10 now includes
a feature named Night Light which filters out that blue light,
the intention being that we’ll switch on this feature when
using the PC in the evening. But a nice side-benefit is that
Night Light softens all the bright whites on your screen,
giving a warmer yellow tinge, so if you find the Dark mode
mentioned above rather too dim and dismal, Night Light
might suit you better.

Switching Night Light on and off is quick and easy. Click
the Action Centre icon at the far-right of the taskbar
and among the but-tons at
the bottom of the panel you
find Night Light : click
that to switch on the feature,
and come back here to click
it again when you want to
switch it off.

1

2

Blue light is
bright – and
affects your
sleep

Night Light has
a more restful
appearance

5.  If you decide you don’t like this Dark mode, just
switch back to Light on the Settings page you reach-
ed at step 2.

If you do like Dark mode and you’d like to stick with it,
there’s one important app that really should take notice
of this setting but doesn’t: the Microsoft Edge web
browser. For some reason, it has its own separate Dark
mode setting. Start Edge, click the … button at the far-
right of its toolbar and choose Settings, and at the top
of the ‘General’ page you’ll see an option to switch from
Light to Dark.

2
1
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Accidentally
hitting Caps
Lock?

Toggle Keys will
warn you when
you do it

Get help in
locating the tiny
pointer

1.  Press + (the letter ‘i’) to open the Settings
app and click the Ease of Access icon.

2.  Scroll down the left-hand panel and click on the
Keyboard.

3.  On the right, click the switch below the Use Toggle
Keys heading to turn it to On and you’ve finished:
you can close the Settings window. (I’d be amazed if
you ever wanted to switch this off, but if you do, just
come back here and click the same switch again.)

I:
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Hear a beep when you tap the Caps Lock key
Something we all do every now and then is to catch the
Caps Lock key accidentally while typing. It’s always
annoying, but it’s more annoying still if you don’t NOTICE
WHAT YOU’VE DONE UNTIL YOU’VE TYPED A LONG
CHUNK OF TEXT!

Windows has an excellent little feature to help you avoid
this – something called Toggle Keys which causes your PC
to give a beep whenever you press the Caps Lock key (as
well as the Num Lock and Scroll Lock keys, which you’re
less likely to hit by accident).

Here’s how to switch on Toggle Keys:

Find the mouse pointer with a quick key-press
As our screens have become larger, the mouse pointer has
become smaller. If you tend to lose it, and find yourself
squinting at the screen to try to locate it, here’s a useful
feature to try: 
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1.  Press + to open the Run window (or find it
in the Windows System folder on the Start menu).

2.  Type the command main.cpl into its text box (with
no spaces) and press or click OK.

3.  This opens a Mouse Properties window: switch to the
Pointer Options tab at the top.

4.  Near the bottom of this window, tick the box beside
Show location of pointer when I press the CTRL key

, then click the Apply button .

5.  That’s put this new setting into action. Now pretend
you’re not sure where the mouse pointer is: tap the

key on your keyboard (either the left or right Ctrl
key), and you’ll see a series of concentric circles that
zero-in on the pointer. Missed it? Press again.

6.  If you don’t like this feature, feel free to untick it, but
– like Toggle Keys above – it’s one of those things that
should be helpful without ever being a bother. Fina-
lly, whether you’ve decided to keep this feature
enabled or not, click the OK button to close this dialog.

R

1 2

Ctrl

Enter

Ctrl
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Get quick access to your favourite folders
Open the Start menu, look towards its bottom-left, and
you’ll see a column of icons. The bottom icon is ‘Power’,
and above it there should be ‘Settings’ and ‘File Explorer’.
As you’d expect, those last two give you quick ways to open
the Settings and File Explorer apps.

To that little collection you can add several more useful
icons, and your Start menu is probably tall enough that
there’s plenty of room to do so. More helpfully, you can add

Press to
see where the
pointer is hiding

Quick-access
icons on the
Start menu

Add shortcuts to
your most-used
folders

Ctrl

1
2

:
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icons for the folders containing your personal files – your
Documents, Pictures, Downloads and Music folders, along
with a few others. Here’s how:

Remove Unwanted Ads, Apps 
and Interruptions
For all its helpful features, there’s no doubt that Windows
10 can be jolly annoying. It’s very fond of offering
suggestions, recommendations and notifications that, in
many cases, are just thinly-veiled advertisements. 

Now whenever you want to go straight to one of these
folders, you can simply open the Start menu and click the
appropriate icon.

Tick boxes for
folders you want
on the menu

Too many
unwelcome
‘suggestions’?

1.  Open the Start menu and right-click either the
Settings or the File Explorer icon.

2.  On the menu that appears, choose
Personalise this list.

3.  The Settings window opens at a page
containing a list of items, each with an
On/Off switch below it. The switch will
be On for the icons you can already see
at the left of your Start menu. For any
others you’d like to add there, just click
their switches to On (as I have for the
Documents and Music folders in the
screenshot to the right).

4.  As soon as you switch on one of these folders, its
icon is added to your Start menu: feel free to open
the menu and have a look. When you’ve added all
the folders you want, just close this Settings window.
(Of course, you can repeat these steps at any time to
add more or to switch off any you don’t use.)

:
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Some are more bothersome than others, but let’s finish with
a quick run through the worst offenders and the ways in
which you can remove them.

Get rid of unwanted games
One especially naughty habit of Windows 10 is to install
games and apps you didn’t ask for, so that they appear on
your Start menu. The reasoning is that you might try them,
like them and – most importantly – buy them by visiting the
Microsoft Store to pay for them.

A recent copy of Windows 10 I installed on a PC included
quite a bundle of these unwanted apps: Candy Crush, Angry
Birds, Hidden City, Royal Revolt, Minecraft, Drawboard PDF.
I didn’t ask for them, they just appeared!

Fortunately, they’re easy to remove. Just right-click one,
either in the alphabetical list at the left, or among the tiles
on the right if it
appears there. On
the menu that
appears, click
Uninstall if that
option is offered.

If there’s no ‘Uninstall’ option, something even sneakier is
going on: Microsoft is simply pretending this app is installed
on your PC, but in truth it will only be installed if you click
it to start it out of curiosity. In those cases, you’ll certainly
see an Unpin from Start item, so click that instead.

Prevent ‘Suggested’ apps from cluttering your 
Start menu
Something else you’ll see regularly near the top of your Start
menu is a ‘Suggested’ section listing apps you might like to
try (and of course buy). This is undisguised advertising and,
luckily, you can remove this ‘Suggested’ section for good.

A collection of
games you didn’t
ask for!

Choose Uninstall
if you can…

…or Unpin 
from Start

Remove ads from
the Start menu
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Open the Settings app (by pressing + or clicking the
cog-shaped icon near the bottom-left of the Start menu), and
click on Personalisation followed by Start. Below the words
Show suggestions occasionally in Start, click the switch to
turn it to Off.

Get rid of unwanted notifications
A final potential annoyance is Windows 10’s system of
notifications, which pop up in a box at the bottom-right of
your screen and then disappear into the Action Centre panel
after a few seconds. Many are welcome – Calendar
appointments, new email messages, and so on – but perhaps
there’s an app that keeps notifying you of things you really
don’t give two hoots about?

If so, you can make it stop without affecting the other, more
useful notifications you receive. Open the Settings app, click
the System icon and then choose Notifications & actions at
the left of the window.

Below the heading Get notifications from these apps, you’ll
see a list of all the apps that have displayed notifications to
you in the past. You can click any app’s name to choose
precisely how, where and when it can give you notifications,
but if you’re finding this particular app’s notifications too
irritating, you probably do just want to turn them off, and
that’s easy: click the On/Off switch to the right of its name
to switch it to Off and you won’t hear another peep out of it!

I

Bothered by 
too many
notifications?

Prevent an
annoying app
from showing
these pop-ups

Incidentally, having arrived at this point, an item worth
switching off is Get tips, tricks and suggestions as you
use Windows. Although this sounds helpful, it’s actually
yet another means by which Windows 10 encourages
you to buy apps from the Store! 
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